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A back-to-front
transformation to
access all areas
When a wheelchair user and her family asked architects to
remodel their suburban bungalow — changing its size, shape
and look — the result was light, spacious and energy efficient

AT A GLANCE
0 Location
Offington, Sutton, north Co Dublin
0 House type
A classic 1970s bungalow transformed
0 Why we chose it
The transformation achieved is remarkable, with impressive attention paid to
minutiae, and a stylish finish that sets it apart — far from what most people expect
from a wheelchair-accessible house.

O

nce it was a run-of-the-mill
bungalow, its rooms ignoring the path
of daylight and lacking in internal flow.
Today this house oozes the sort of
dazzling white kerb appeal that catches
the eyes of passers-by. Visually, it’s as
though a two-dimensional cut-out
facade has been built to hide the original
building. Indeed, the architects even
dubbed the project “presenting a united
front”. Yet this is a home with a back
story, and far more to offer its occupants
than street cred and good looks.
David Leyden of Leyden Hassett, a
multidisciplinary architectural practice,
was hired to change the size, shape
and look of the house, and a series of
remarkable feats were achieved in the
execution of his design.
Leyden doubled its footprint,
maximised daylight and improved its
energy efficiency and ventilation. fitting
it with up-to-date heating, hot water,

insulation and ventilation systems to
create a smart, spacious and energyefficient home. Its most successful
achievement, however, is the quality of
life transformation for its owner, a
wheelchair user, her husband and their
two children.
Most building regulations on housing
for wheelchair users focus on making a
house visitable. Leyden went further,
making it also fully functional and
comfortable. Two extensions totalling
1,560 sq ft were added but extra space
was not the architect’s final frontier; the
quality of space mattered as much.
Minute details were stressed, such as
allowing clearance space on both sides of
beds, wheelchair turning circles in key
rooms, lower kitchen counters and
properly equipped bathrooms. Corridors
are 1½ times the normal width, so the
sense of spatial quality — even grandeur
— is noticeable. The ground from the
car bay to the main door is entirely flat.
The original suspended timber floor
was dropped in height, all inclines
were reduced and three entrance steps
dispensed with. Inside, the ceilings at the
front were raised to double height, and

south-facing roof lights allow light to
reach the centre of the house. These roof
lights are also part of the design’s
ventilation strategy in summer.
Leyden also took the opportunity to
reverse the existing layout and take
advantage of the site’s orientation.
“When it came to optimum orientation,
the house was back to front. All the
bedrooms were on the sunny side of the
building, while the main living spaces
were at the dark end. The living spaces
were relocated to the south and west
while bedrooms and bathrooms were
moved to the north and east,” says
Leyden. Essentially, the house was
flipped — or in Leyden’s words: “We
grabbed it by the scruff of the neck and
reconfigured the internal layout.”
The client wanted a large contained
play area in the back garden. This led to
a decision to extend forward, as well
as to the side. There’s a hierarchy of
space at play, from the public area on the
main street outside, to the semi-public
front garden, then a semi-private front
courtyard, and finally the fully private
interior. A new logical building line
was established, running between an

The living spaces were
relocated to the south and
west. We grabbed the house
by the scruff of the neck and
reconfigured the layout

Sense of space
Two extensions
doubled the house’s
footprint, above; roof
windows allow light to
flood into all corners
of the house, above
right; wider corridors
and lower kitchen
work surfaces help to
make this home fully
accessible, right

adjacent garage on one side and a high
boundary wall on the other.
Finally, the entire fabric was superinsulated, wrapped externally and stuffed
internally, and high-quality windows
and alu-clad external doors were put in.
They fitted a pair of wood-burning stoves
with external combustion air feeds, and
a controlled heat-recovery ventilation
system. There are solar panels, and an
efficient gas boiler with zoned controls.
The energy rating achieved was
an impressive B1 — a remarkable
improvement on the building’s original
F rating. Under Leyden’s careful plan,
an underperforming 1970s bungalow
just got schooled.
leydenhassett.ie

